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The SS-COUPLER™ can be set up in the following manner:

STEP 1: Make sure the power to the operating length of the STARSTREAM™-24-RGB is turned off.

STEP 2: Place the SS-COUPLER™, the connectors, the operating length of the STARSTREAM™-24-RGB

(shown on the left) and the new section of STARSTREAM™-24-RGB in the positions shown below

with the arrow on the SS-COUPLER™ pointing the new section of STARSTREAM™-24-RGB.

and the ‘UP’ on the connectors facing

STEP 3: Slide the connectors (A) onto the SS-COUPLER™.

STEP 4: Push the operating section (B) and the new section (C) of the STARSTREAM™-24-RGB all the way

into the connectors.

STEP 5: Use a silicon sealant to secure the connectors to the SS-COUPLER™ and the two sections of the

STARSTREAM™-24-RGB.

STEP 6: Connect a 24V power supply (D) to either end of the SS-COUPLER™.  (Do not connect two

power supplies!) (Choose the side you want the power supply connected based on your

installation space.)  Connect the white wire to the + (positive) terminal and connect the black

wire to the - (negative) terminal. Use 7 watts of power for each meter of the new section of

STARSTREAM™-24-RGB up to a maximum of 12 meters.

toward

upward.
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controller
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New section of the
STARSTREAM™-24-RGB
(maximum: 12 meters).

The arrow shows the direction
of the data signals from the
controller to the new section.

Connect the white wire to the + terminal.
Connect the black wire to the - terminal.

Connect a 24V power supply
to (not both sides)
of the SS-COUPLER. 7 watts of
power are needed for
of the STARSTREAM™-24-RGB.
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